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BODRUM

CONTRASTS OF TURKEY
GOKGOL CAVE
ISTANBUL

SAFRANBOLU

EREGLI
CATARATAS
EYDINPINAR

ANKARA

SALT LAKE
UCHISAR CASTLE
EPHESUS

EGRIDIR

KUSADASI

PAMUKKALE

BODRUM
MARMARIS

DALYAN

ANTALYA

PASABAG
GÖREME
AVANOS
KAYMAKLI
VALLE IHLARA

KONYA

From

1.110$

11 Days I 10 Nights

MARMARIS

Areas: Marmara, Istanbul, Central Anatolia, Cappadocia, Aegean
Coast, Southern turkey
Tour Type: Cultural, Archaeological, Historical, Adventure, Family /
with children, Recommended Third age, Landscape
Day 01 . Istanbul.-

Welcome to Turkey! Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel and accommodation.

Day 02 . Istanbul.-

A sightseeing tour of the city. On our tour, we will include a cable car ride up to
the Pierre Loti viewpoint and we will enter the Mosque of Suleyman the Magnificent (the largest in Istanbul). We will see the walls, the Golden Horn, the fishing
district, and we will admire the exterior of Hagia Sophia. After the visit, we will offer
tickets and a visit to the Topkapi Palace (entrance included), which was the administrative centre of the Ottoman Empire, with its magnificent courtyards and its pavilions.

KUSADASI

At the end of the afternoon, we will provide a transfer to the Maksim neighbourhood, the most commercialised and lively area of the city. There will be time to dine
in one of its many restaurants, and you can also take the old tram that crosses the
area or go to see the nearby Galata Tower.
Note: Services during your stay in Istanbul the order of the places visited may be
modified.

Day 03 . Istanbul.-

Today we include a boat trip on the Bosphorus that will last about two hours. The Bosphorus is a strait that connects the Black Sea with the Sea of Marmara, which separates
Istanbul into two parts: the European part and the Asian one. We will enjoy seeing the
liveliness of the strait with its multitude of boats. We will pass under the two bridges that
unite Europe and Asia and we will admire the palaces of the sultans, the typical wooden
houses and the Ottoman villas. Free time.

Day 04 . Istanbul- Ankara- Cappadocia.-

Today we travel by train: from the station in the Asia district, we take the most modern
and the fastest train in Turkey, a pleasant 4-hour trip through the Anatolian landscapes,
perhaps having a coffee in the train café.
Arrival in ANKARA. After a time to have lunch in the area of the station, travelling by van,
we will take you to discover the Mausoleum of Ataturk (entrance included).
After that, we will continue en route to Cappadocia. We will pass through the SALT LAKE,
with its incredible landscapes. Arrival in AVANOS (CAPPADOCIA), dinner included.

KONYA, MEVLANA MAUSOLEUM

Day 05 . Cappadocia.-

Full day in the fantastic region of CAPPADOCIA, with its lunar landscapes, its churches
and troglodyte villages. We will discover the GOREME Valley with its open-air museum
and its churches carved into the rocks, entry tickets included. We will visit UCHISAR, a
natural fortress (entrance included). In KAYMAKLI we will visit the underground city that
could house 30,000 people (entrance included). Returning to Avanos we stop at PASABAG, the valley of the fairies, we will walk in this spectacular natural area. Free time and
dinner included.

Day 06 . Cappadocia- Ihlara- Konya.-

At the far end of Cappadocia, we will visit the IHLARA Valley; known for the freshness of
its waters, its churches and villages excavated in the rock. Then we continue our route,
with a stop in an old CARAVANSERAI from the 13th Century before arriving in KONYA
where we visit the Mausoleum of Mevlana, here we will learn about the sect of the Dervishes (entrance included). Dinner included. At night, we suggest that you attend the
dance performance of the whirling dervishes in the cultural centre.

Day 07 . Konya- Egridir-Pamukkale.-

We take a scenic road between the lakes, and get to know EGRIDIR, a beautiful town next

TUZ GOLU SALT LAKE

CONTRASTS OF TURKEY
to a large lake, with its walls and mosques. There’s time to have lunch. We then continue to
PAMUKKALE - Hierapolis, whose calcareous waters have created the Cotton Castle
(entrance included). Dinner included.

Day 08 . Pamukkale- Ephesus- Kusadasi.-

We leave for EPHESUS, the best-preserved ancient city of Asia Minor; 2000 years ago, it
had a quarter of a million inhabitants. We see the house of the Virgin Mary, the Basilica
of Saint John and the impressive ruins of Ephesus (entrance included). We then go on
to KUSADASI, a popular coastal town with a lot of atmosphere, commercial life and a
small castle. Dinner included.

Day 09 . Kusadasi- Bodrum- Marmaris.-

We leave for BODRUM, a very beautiful, fortified city of Greek origin. You can visit its
castle, stroll through its cosy streets full of life and tourism or go around its sports marina.
After lunch, we go on our way to MARMARIS, another very beautiful coastal tourist enclave with its castle, its marina and its fountains. Dinner and accommodation.
PASABAG

UCHISAR CASTLE

Day 10 . Antalya- Aspendos- Side- Karaman- Nigde.-

We leave Antalya for ASPENDOS, we visit the Roman theatre which many believe to be
the best preserved in the world. After this in SIDE we can admire the Greek temple of
Apollo by the sea. Time to stroll around the port and through its streets full of life. Amidst
impressive countryside we cross the Taurus Mountains, their peaks of over 3,500 metres
in height are snow-covered for a large part of the year. A stop in KARAMAN where we
visit TARTAN EVI, an ancient Ottoman mansion. Continuation to the edge of the Cappadocia region, NIGDE. Dinner included.
Note: Sometimes the Tartan Evi may be closed, in which case the visit would be replaced
by another to a mansion of similar characteristics in Cappadocia.

Day 11 . Antalya.-

After breakfast, at the indicated time, transfer and end of services. We hope you enjoyed
your trip! VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION: DURING THE MONTH OF RAMADAN
THE MAIN TOURIST ATTRACTIONS WILL REMAIN OPEN ALTHOUGH IT IS POSSIBLE TO HAVE CHANGES IN
OPENING AND CLOSING TIMES. DURING THE RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS (END OF
RAMADAN AND SACRIFICE)
THE BAZAARS AND SOME MONUMENTS WILL BE CLOSED.

DALYAN

ANTALYA

TRIP
STYLES

CONTRASTS OF TURKEY

Prices per person

O

NLINE

ID 22170
HIGH
SEASON
PAMUKKALE

MID
SEASON
LOW
SEASON

SINGLE
DBL
SINGLE
DBL
SINGLE
DBL

$
$
$
$
$
$

ABI
AIL LI

TY

AV

OPERATES DAILY

7 PAX
1.580$
1.098$
1.592$
1.110$
1.592$
1.110$

6 PAX
1.702$
1.220$
1.714$
1.232$
1.714$
1.232$

5 PAX
1.824$
1.342$
1.836$
1.354$
1.836$
1.354$

TRIP
STYLES

4 PAX
1.946$
1.464$
1.958$
1.476$
1.958$
1.476$

Price Includes
Europamundo General Services: Tour by van driven by your guide. Selection of hotels based
on the selected route with breakfast included. Basic travel insurance.
Arrival and departure transfers included.
Boat: Tour of the Bosphorus in Istanbul.
City tour in : Istanbul.
Evening Transfer: Taksim Square in Istanbul.
Transfer: Transfer in in Istanbul, Transfer out.
Ticket admission: Suleymaniye the Great Mosque in Istanbul, Topkapi Palace, Mausoleum of
Ataturk in Ankara, Goreme Valley, Uchisar, Underground city of Kaymakli, Mevlana Mausoleum
in Konya, Hierapolis in Pamukkale, house of the Virgin Mary, Basilica of St. John, Ruins of
Ephesus.
Funicular: Cableway Viewpoint of Pierre Loti in Istanbul.
High Speed Train: Istanbul - Ankara.

Expected Hotels
KONYA. DERVICHES

See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the
website “My Trip”.

ISTANBUL AND
EPHESUS

ISTANBUL

ISTANBUL AND EPHESUS

ISTANBUL

BANDIRMA

IZMIR (IZMIR)
EPHESUS
KUSADASI

BURSA

From

487$

5 Days I 4 Nights

Areas: Marmara, Istanbul, Aegean Coast.
Tour Type: Cultural, Archaeological, Nature, Adventure, Kid friendly,
Senior Friendly.
EPHESUS

Day 01 . Istanbul.-

Welcome to Turkey! Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel and accommodation.

Day 02 . Istanbul.-

A sightseeing tour of the city. On our tour, we will include a cable car ride up to
the Pierre Loti viewpoint and we will enter the Mosque of Suleyman the Magnificent (the largest in Istanbul). We will see the walls, the Golden Horn, the fishing
district, and we will admire the exterior of Hagia Sophia. After the visit, we will offer
tickets and a visit to the Topkapi Palace (entrance included), which was the administrative centre of the Ottoman Empire, with its magnificent courtyards and its pavilions.
At the end of the afternoon, we will provide a transfer to the Taksim neighbourhood, the most commercialised and lively area of the city. There will be time to dine
in one of its many restaurants, and you can also take the old tram that crosses the
area or go to see the nearby Galata Tower.
ISTANBUL

Note: Services during your stay in Istanbul the order of the places visited may be
modified.

Day 03 . Istanbul.-

Today we include a boat trip on the Bosphorus that will last about two hours. The Bosphorus is a strait that connects the Black Sea with the Sea of Marmara, which separates
Istanbul into two parts: the European part and the Asian one. We will enjoy seeing the
liveliness of the strait with its multitude of boats. We will pass under the two bridges that
unite Europe and Asia and we will admire the palaces of the sultans, the typical wooden
houses and the Ottoman villas. Free time. Acommodation.

Day 04 . Istanbul- Bandirma- EPHESUS- Kusadasi.-

We left early from Istanbul. We crossed by fast ferry (variable schedules according to
seasons and months) the Sea of Marmara, after about two hours of crossing, we arrived at
the port of BANDIRMA (or Yalova according to schedules). We continued route through
the interior of Turkey. At the beginning of the afternoon we arrive at EPHESUS, the
best-preserved ancient city of Asia Minor; 2000 years ago, it had a quarter of a million inhabitants. We know Saint John´s Basilica, after it, the house of the Virgin Mary and the
archaeological site (tickets included). We then continue to KUSADASI, a popular coastal town with a lot of atmosphere, commercial life and a small castle. Dinner and accommodation.

KUSADASI

Day 05 . Kusadasi- Izmir- Bursa- Istanbul.-

We leave for the city with the fourth largest population in Turkey: IZMIR. We see the
church of Saint Polycarp, the oldest in the city, which reminds us of the importance of this
area in early Christianity (entrance included). We then return to inland Turkey. Stop en
route for lunch before reaching BURSA, whose historic centre has been declared UNESCO World Heritage, with its traditional commercial districts, mosques, religious schools,
public baths … The green mosque stands out. Arrival in ISTANBUL at the end of the day.
Arrival and end of services. Our guide will drop you off at the agreed point.
We hope you have enjoyed your circuit with Europamundo.
VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION: DURING THE MONTH OF RAMADAN THE
MAIN TOURIST ATTRACTIONS WILL REMAIN OPEN ALTHOUGH IT IS POSSIBLE
TO HAVE CHANGES IN
OPENING AND CLOSING TIMES. DURING THE RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS (END OF
RAMADAN AND SACRIFICE)
THE BAZAARS AND SOME MONUMENTS WILL BE CLOSED.

ANKARA

TRIP
STYLES

ISTANBUL AND EPHESUS

Prices per person
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NLINE
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SINGLE
DBL
SINGLE
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$
$
$
$
$
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OPERATES DAILY

7 PAX
772$
487$
772$
487$
772$
487$

6 PAX
805$
520$
805$
520$
805$
520$

5 PAX
822$
537$
822$
537$
822$
537$

TRIP
STYLES

4 PAX
856$
571$
856$
571$
856$
571$

Price Includes

Europamundo General Services: Tour by van driven by your guide. Selection of hotels
based on the selected route with breakfast included. Basic travel insurance.
Arrival and departure transfers included.
Boat: On the Bosphorus.
City tour in: Istanbul.
Evening Transfer: Taksim Square in Istanbul.
Transfer: Transfer in.
Ticket admission: Suleymaniye the Great Mosque in Istanbul, house of the Virgin Mary,
Basilica of St. John, Ruins of Ephesus, Church of Saint Polycarp in Izmir.
Ferry: Over the Marmara from Istanbul to Bandirma.
Funicular: Cableway Viewpoint of Pierre Loti in Istanbul.
1 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Kusadasi.

Expected Hotels
See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the
ISTANBUL, GRAND BAZAAR

website “My Trip”.

ISTANBUL, CAPPADOCIA
AND BLACK SEA

ISTANBUL, GRAND BAZAAR

ISTANBUL, CAPPADOCIA AND BLACK SEA
GOKGOL CAVE
SAFRANBOLU

ISTANBUL
EREGLI
CATARATAS
EYDINPINAR

ANKARA

SALT LAKE
HACIBECKTAS
UCHISAR CASTLE

PASABAG
GÖREME
AVANOS
KAYMAKLI

From

702$

7 Days I 6 Nights

ISTANBUL

Areas: Marmara, Istanbul, Central Anatolia, Cappadocia, Black Sea Co
ast.
Tour Type: Cultural, Archaeological, Rural, Kid friendly, Senior Friendly,
Landscape.
Day 01 . Istanbul.-

Welcome to Turkey! Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel and accommodation.

Day 02 . Istanbul.-

A sightseeing tour of the city. On our tour, we will include a cable car ride up to
the Pierre Loti viewpoint and we will enter the Mosque of Suleyman the Magnificent (the largest in Istanbul). We will see the walls, the Golden Horn, the fishing
district, and we will admire the exterior of . After the visit, we will offer tickets and
a visit to the Topkapi Palace (entrance included), which was the administrative
centre of the Ottoman Empire, with its magnificent courtyards and its pavilions.
At the end of the afternoon, we will provide a transfer to the Taksim neighbourhood, the most commercialised and lively area of the city. There will be time to dine
in one of its many restaurants, and you can also take the old tram that crosses the
area or go to see the nearby Galata Tower.
UCHISAR CASTLE

Note: Services during your stay in Istanbul the order of the places visited may be
modified.

Day 03 . Istanbul.-

Today we include a boat trip on the Bosphorus that will last about two hours. The Bosphorus is a strait that connects the Black Sea with the Sea of Marmara, which separates
Istanbul into two parts: the European part and the Asian one. We will enjoy seeing the
liveliness of the strait with its multitude of boats. We will pass under the two bridges that
unite Europe and Asia and we will admire the palaces of the sultans, the typical wooden
houses and the Ottoman villas. Free time.

Day 04 . Istanbul- Ankara- Cappadocia.-

Today we travel by train: from the station in the Asia district, we take the most modern
and the fastest train in Turkey, a pleasant 4-hour trip through the Anatolian landscapes,
perhaps having a coffee in the train café.
Arrival in ANKARA. After a time to have lunch in the area of the station, travelling by van,
we will take you to discover the Mausoleum of Ataturk.
After that, we will continue en route to Cappadocia. We will pass through the SALT LAKE,
with its incredible landscapes. Arrival in AVANOS (CAPPADOCIA), dinner included.

GOREME VALLEY

Day 05 . Cappadocia.-

Full day in the fantastic region of CAPPADOCIA, with its lunar landscapes, its churches
and troglodyte villages. We will discover the GOREME Valley with its open-air museum
and its churches carved into the rocks, entry tickets included. We will visit UCHISAR, a
natural fortress (entrance included). In KAYMAKLI we will visit the underground city that
could house 30,000 people (entrance included). Returning to Avanos we stop at PASABAG, the valley of the fairies, we will walk in this spectacular natural area. Free time and
dinner included.

Day 06 . Cappadocia- Hacibecktas- Ankara- Safranbolu.-

We have a fantastic day in the heart of Anatolia. With the utmost respect to the pilgrims
(suitable clothes, silence recommended in the sanctuaries), we visit HACIBECKTAS (entrance included), the sanctuary guards the tomb of Hacibecktas, a Sufi mystic of the 13th
Century. After that, we continue to ANKARA, where we leave a free time to walk around
and have lunch in the thriving centre of the city. We continue towards the north of Turkey.
The landscapes become greener. SAFRANBOLU; arrival in this wonderful little city which
was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site. It was an important stopping point on the
caravan routes. In the courtyard of a magnificent old Caravanserail we will include a traditional Turkish tea. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 07 . Safranbolu- Gokgol Magarasi- Eregli- Eydinpinar- Istanbul.-

Today, the leg of our trip follows the Black Sea and its verdant landscapes. In GOKGOL
MAGARASI (entrance included) to this magnificent cave with its underground river
and its multiple colours. In EREGLI, next to the Black Sea, we set aside time to have
lunch. We also include a visit to its impressive CEHENNEMAGZI MAGARASI caves
and tombs that are overflowing with mythology. On our way back to Istanbul, we stop to
relax at EYDINPINAR, with a walk between its green paths to the waterfalls! Arrival in
ISTANBUL at the end of the day. Arrival and end of services. Our guide will drop you
off at the agreed point.
We hope you have enjoyed your circuit with Europamundo.
VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION: DURING THE MONTH OF RAMADAN THE
MAIN TOURIST ATTRACTIONS WILL REMAIN OPEN ALTHOUGH IT IS POSSIBLE TO HAVE CHANGES IN
OPENING AND CLOSING TIMES. DURING THE RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS (END OF
RAMADAN AND SACRIFICE)
THE BAZAARS AND SOME MONUMENTS WILL BE CLOSED.

ISTANBUL, CAPPADOCIA AND BLACK SEA

TRIP
STYLES
Prices per person

O

NLINE

ID 22172
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ANKARA
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SEASON
LOW
SEASON

SINGLE
DBL
SINGLE
DBL
SINGLE
DBL

$
$
$
$
$
$
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TY

AV

OPERATES DAILY

7 PAX
1.049$
702$
1.049$
702$
1.049$
702$

6 PAX
1.171$
824$
1.171$
824$
1.171$
824$

5 PAX
1.293$
946$
1.293$
946$
1.293$
946$

TRIP
STYLES

4 PAX
1.348$
1.000$
1.348$
1.000$
1.348$
1.000$

Price Includes
Europamundo General Services: Tour by van driven by your guide. Selection of hotels
based on the selected route with breakfast included. Basic travel insurance.
Arrival and departure transfers included.
Boat: Tour of the Bosphorus in Istanbul.
City tour in : Istanbul.
Evening Transfer: Taksim Square in Istanbul.
Transfer: Transfer in, Transfer out.
Experiences: Traditional tea in Safranbolu.
Ticket admission: Suleymaniye the Great Mosque in Istanbul, Mausoleum of Ataturk in
Ankara, Goreme Valley, Uchisar, Underground city of Kaymakli, Gokgol Magarasi cave
Eydinpinar Waterfalls.
Funicular: Cableway Viewpoint of Pierre Loti in Istanbul.
High Speed Train: Istanbul - Ankara.
3 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Cappadocia, Cappadocia, Safranbolu.

SAFRANBOLU

Expected Hotels
See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the
website “My Trip”.

TURKEY

ISTANBUL

TURKEY
ISTANBUL
BURSA

ANKARA
AVANOS

SALT LAKE
UCHISAR CASTLE

IZMIR
EPHESUS
KUSADASI

EGRIDIR
PAMUKKALE

PASABAG
GÖREME
KAYMAKLI

VALLE IHLARA
KONYA

From

909$

9 Days I 8 Nights

Areas: Marmara, Istanbul, Central Anatolia, Cappadocia, Aegean Coast.
Tour Type: Cultural, Rural, Historical, Family friendly, senior friendly,
Landscape.
ISTANBUL

Day 01 . Istanbul.-

Welcome to Turkey! Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel and accommodation.

Day 02 . Istanbul.-

A sightseeing tour of the city. On our tour, we will include a cable car ride up to
the Pierre Loti viewpoint and we will enter the Mosque of Suleyman the Magnificent (the largest in Istanbul). We will see the walls, the Golden Horn, the fishing
district, and we will admire the exterior of Hagia Sophia. After the visit, we will offer
tickets and a visit to the Topkapi Palace (entrance included), which was the administrative centre of the Ottoman Empire, with its magnificent courtyards and its pavilions.
At the end of the afternoon, we will provide a transfer to the Taksim neighbourhood, the most commercialised and lively area of the city. There will be time to dine
in one of its many restaurants, and you can also take the old tram that crosses the
area or go to see the nearby Galata Tower.
ANKARA, ATATURK MAUSOLEUM

Note: Services during your stay in Istanbul the order of the places visited may be
modified.

Day 03 . Istanbul.-

Today we include a boat trip on the Bosphorus that will last about two hours. The Bosphorus is a strait that connects the Black Sea with the Sea of Marmara, which separates
Istanbul into two parts: the European part and the Asian one. We will enjoy seeing the
liveliness of the strait with its multitude of boats. We will pass under the two bridges that
unite Europe and Asia and we will admire the palaces of the sultans, the typical wooden
houses and the Ottoman villas. Free time.

Day 04 . Istanbul- Ankara- Cappadocia.-

Today we travel by train: from the station in the Asia district, we take the most modern
and the fastest train in Turkey, a pleasant 4-hour trip through the Anatolian landscapes,
perhaps having a coffee in the train café.
Arrival in ANKARA. After a time to have lunch in the area of the station, travelling by van,
we will take you to discover the Mausoleum of Ataturk.
After that, we will continue en route to Cappadocia. We will pass through the SALT LAKE,
with its incredible landscapes. Arrival in AVANOS (CAPPADOCIA), dinner included.

Day 05 . Cappadocia.-

Full day in the fantastic region of CAPPADOCIA, with its lunar landscapes, its churches
and troglodyte villages. We will discover the GOREME Valley with its open-air museum
and its churches carved into the rocks, entry tickets included. We will visit UCHISAR, a
natural fortress (entrance included). In KAYMAKLI we will visit the underground city that
could house 30,000 people (ticket included). Returning to Avanos we stop at PASABAG,
the valley of the fairies, we will walk in this spectacular natural area. Free time and dinner
included.

Day 06 . Cappadocia- Ihlara- Konya.-

At the far end of Cappadocia, we will visit the IHLARA Valley; known for the freshness of
its waters, its churches and villages excavated in the rock. Then we continue our route,
with a stop in an old CARAVANSERAI from the 13th Century before arriving in KONYA
where we visit the Mausoleum of Mevlana, here we will learn about the sect of the Dervishes (entrance included). Dinner included. At night, we suggest that you attend the
dance performance of the whirling dervishes in the cultural centre.

Day 07 . Konya- Egridir-Pamukkale.-

We take a scenic road between the lakes, and get to know EGRIDIR, a beautiful town next
to a large lake, with its walls and mosques. There’s time to have lunch. We then continue to
PAMUKKALE - Hierapolis, whose calcareous waters have created the Cotton Castle
(entrance included). Dinner included.

KUSADASI

Day 08 . Pamukkale- Ephesus- Kusadasi.-

We leave for EPHESUS, the best-preserved ancient city of Asia Minor; 2000 years ago,
it had a quarter of a million inhabitants. We see the house of the Virgin Mary, the Basilica of Saint John and the impressive ruins of Ephesus (entrance included). We then
go on to KUSADASI, a popular coastal town with a lot of atmosphere, commercial life
and a small castle. Dinner included.

Day 09 . Kusadasi- Izmir- Bursa- Istanbul.-

We leave for the city with the fourth largest population in Turkey: IZMIR. We see the
church of Saint Polycarp, the oldest in the city, which reminds us of the importance of
this area in early Christianity (entrance included). We then return to inland Turkey.
Stop en route for lunch before reaching BURSA, whose historic centre has been declared UNESCO World Heritage, with its traditional commercial districts, mosques,
religious schools, public baths … The green mosque stands out. Arrival in ISTANBUL at
the end of the day. Arrival and end of services. Our guide will drop you off at the
agreed point.
We hope you have enjoyed your circuit with Europamundo.
VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION: DURING THE MONTH OF RAMADAN THE
MAIN TOURIST ATTRACTIONS WILL REMAIN OPEN ALTHOUGH IT IS POSSIBLE TO HAVE CHANGES IN
OPENING AND CLOSING TIMES. DURING THE RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS (END OF
RAMADAN AND SACRIFICE)
THE BAZAARS AND SOME MONUMENTS WILL BE CLOSED.

TURKEY

TRIP
STYLES

OPERATES DAILY

AV

ID 22174

GOREME VALLEY

MID
SEASON
LOW
SEASON

NLINE

O

HIGH
SEASON

ABI
AIL LI

TY

Prices per person
SINGLE
DBL
SINGLE
DBL
SINGLE
DBL

$
$
$
$
$
$

7 PAX
1.312$
909$
1.312$
909$
1.312$
909$

6 PAX
1.427$
1.025$
1.427$
1.025$
1.427$
1.025$

5 PAX
1.513$
1.110$
1.513$
1.110$
1.513$
1.110$

TRIP
STYLES

4 PAX
1.586$
1.183$
1.586$
1.183$
1.586$
1.183$

Price Includes
Europamundo General Services: Tour by van driven by your guide. Selection of hotels
based on the selected route with breakfast included. Basic travel insurance.
Arrival and departure transfers included.
Boat: Tour of the Bosphorus in Istanbul.
City tour in : Istanbul.
Evening Transfer: Taksim Square in Istanbul.
Ticket admission: Suleymaniye the Great Mosque in Istanbul, Topkapi palace, Mausoleum
of Ataturk in Ankara, Goreme Valley, Uchisar, Underground city of Kaymakli, Mevlana
Mausoleum in Konya, Hierapolis in Pamukkale, house of the Virgin Mary, Basilica of St. John,
Ruins of Ephesus, Church of Saint Polycarp in Izmir.
Funicular: Cableway Viewpoint of Pierre Loti in Istanbul.
High Speed Train: Istanbul - Ankara.

Expected Hotels
See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the
UCHISAR CASTLE

website “My Trip”.

TURKEY 3 SEAS

DALYAN

TURKEY 3 SEAS
GOKGOL CAVE
ISTANBUL

SAFRANBOLU

EREGLI
CATARATAS
EYDINPINAR

ANKARA

HACIBECKTAS
UCHISAR CASTLE

EPHESUS
KUSADASI

ANTALYAASPENDOS

BODRUM
MARMARIS

DALYAN

SIDE

AVANOS
GÖREME
KAYMAKLI
GUMUSLER
NIGDE

KARAMAN

From

1.057$

10 Days I 9 Nights

ISTANBUL

Areas: Marmara, Istanbul, Central Anatolia, Cappadocia, Aegean
Coast, Southern turkey, Mediterranean coast, Black Sea Coast.
Tour Type: Cultural, Historical, Adventure, family friendly, senior
friendly.
Day 01 . Istanbul.-

Welcome to Turkey! Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel and accommodation.

Day 02 . Istanbul.-

A sightseeing tour of the city. On our tour, we will include a cable car ride up to
the Pierre Loti viewpoint and we will enter the Mosque of Suleyman the Magnificent (the largest in Istanbul). We will see the walls, the Golden Horn, the fishing
district, and we will admire the exterior of Hagia Sophia. After the visit, we will offer
tickets and a visit to the Topkapi Palace (entrance included), which was the administrative centre of the Ottoman Empire, with its magnificent courtyards and its pavilions.

KUSADASI

At the end of the afternoon, we will provide a transfer to the Taksim neighbourhood, the most commercialised and lively area of the city. There will be time to dine
in one of its many restaurants, and you can also take the old tram that crosses the
area or go to see the nearby Galata Tower.
Note: Services during your stay in Istanbul the order of the places visited may be
modified.

Day 03 . Istanbul.-

Today we include a boat trip on the Bosphorus that will last about two hours. The Bosphorus is a strait that connects the Black Sea with the Sea of Marmara, which separates
Istanbul into two parts: the European part and the Asian one. We will enjoy seeing the
liveliness of the strait with its multitude of boats. We will pass under the two bridges that
unite Europe and Asia and we will admire the palaces of the sultans, the typical wooden
houses and the Ottoman villas. Free time.

Day 04 . Istanbul- Bandirma- EPHESUS- Kusadasi.-

We left early from Istanbul. We crossed by fast ferry (variable schedules according to
seasons and months) the Sea of Marmara, after about two hours of crossing, we arrived at
the port of BANDIRMA (or Yalova according to schedules). We continued route through
the interior of Turkey. At the beginning of the afternoon we arrive at EPHESUS, the
best-preserved ancient city of Asia Minor; 2000 years ago, it had a quarter of a million inhabitants. We know Saint John´s Basilica, after it, the house of the Virgin Mary and the
archaeological site (tickets included). We then continue to KUSADASI, a popular coastal town with a lot of atmosphere, commercial life and a small castle. Dinner and accommodation.

ISTANBUL

GOREME VALLEY

TURKEY 3 SEAS

Day 05 . Kusadasi- Bodrum- Marmaris.-

We leave for BODRUM, a very beautiful, fortified city of Greek origin. You can visit its
castle, stroll through its cosy streets full of life and tourism or go around its sports marina.
After lunch, we go on our way to MARMARIS, another very beautiful coastal tourist enclave with its castle, its marina and its fountains. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 06 . Marmaris- Dalyan- Antalya.-

We leave for DALYAN, an incredible place by a navigable river. We include a two- hour
boat trip to see LYCIA’S ROYAL TOMBS, and still on the boat, we go on to a large lake
where we stop at the thermal springs. If you want, you can bath in the warm waters or have
a mud bath! Time for lunch in one of the numerous restaurants in Daylan by the river. Continuation to ANTALYA, we will make a brief visit to this coastal city of more than a million
inhabitants, the door of Adrian, the Ottoman district and its great waterfall that falls
straight into the sea. Dinner included.
PASABAG

Day 07 . Antalya- Aspendos- Side- Karaman- Nigde.-

We leave Antalya for ASPENDOS, we visit the Roman theatre which many believe to be
the best preserved in the world. After this in SIDE we can admire the Greek temple of
Apollo by the sea. Time to stroll around the port and through its streets full of life. Amidst
impressive countryside we cross the Taurus Mountains, their peaks of over 3,500 metres
in height are snow- covered for a large part of the year. A stop in KARAMAN where we
visit TARTAN EVI, an ancient Ottoman mansion (entrance included). Continuation to
the edge of the Cappadocia region, NIGDE. Dinner included.
Note: Sometimes the Tartan Evi may be closed, in which case the visit would be replaced
by another to a mansion of similar characteristics in Cappadocia.

Day 08 . Nigde- Avanos- Cappadocia.-

A full day in the fantastic region of CAPPADOCIA, with its lunar landscapes, its churches
and troglodyte villages. We start by visiting GUMUSLER, an incredible seventh century
underground monastery with maybe the best Byzantine frescoes in Turkey (entrance included). In KAYMAKLI we will see the underground city that could house 30,000 people
(entrance included). We will visit the natural fortress of UCHISAR (entrance included).
After lunch, we will see the GOREME Valley with its open-air museum and its churches
dug out of the rocks, (entrance included) Hotel in AVANOS. Dinner included.
MARMARIS

Day 09 . Cappadocia- Hacibecktas- Ankara- Safranbolu.-

We have a fantastic day in the heart of Anatolia. With the utmost respect to the pilgrims
(suitable clothes, silence recommended in the sanctuaries), we visit HACIBECKTAS (entrance included) the sanctuary guards the tomb of Hacibecktas, a Sufi mystic of the 13th
Century. After that, we continue to ANKARA, where we leave a free time to walk around
and have lunch in the thriving centre of the city. We continue towards the north of Turkey.
The landscapes become greener. SAFRANBOLU; arrival in this wonderful little city which
was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site. It was an important stopping point on the
caravan routes. In the courtyard of a magnificent old Caravanserail we will include a traditional Turkish tea. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 10 . Safranbolu- Gokgol Magarasi- Eregli- Eydinpinar- Istanbul.-

Today, the leg of our trip follows the Black Sea and its verdant landscapes. In GOKGOL
MAGARASI we provide entry tickets to this magnificent cave with its underground river
and its multiple colours. In EREGLI, next to the Black Sea, we set aside time to have lunch.
We also include a visit to its impressive Cehennemagzi Magarasi caves and tombs that
are overflowing with mythology. On our way back to Istanbul, we stop to relax at EYDINPINAR, with a walk between its green paths to the waterfalls! Arrival in ISTANBUL at the
end of the day. Arrival and end of services. Our guide will drop you off at the agreed
point.
We hope you have enjoyed your circuit with Europamundo.
VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION: DURING THE MONTH OF RAMADAN THE
MAIN TOURIST ATTRACTIONS WILL REMAIN OPEN ALTHOUGH IT IS POSSIBLE
TO HAVE CHANGES IN
OPENING AND CLOSING TIMES. DURING THE RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS (END OF
RAMADAN AND SACRIFICE)
THE BAZAARS AND SOME MONUMENTS WILL BE CLOSED.

ANTALYA.

CASERTA

TURKEY 3 SEAS
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7 PAX
1.508$
1.057$
1.508$
1.057$
1.508$
1.057$

6 PAX
1.592$
1.141$
1.592$
1.141$
1.592$
1.141$

5 PAX
1.709$
1.258$
1.709$
1.258$
1.709$
1.258$

TRIP
STYLES

4 PAX
1.878$
1.426$
1.878$
1.426$
1.878$
1.426$

Price Includes

Europamundo General Services: Tour by van driven by your guide. Selection of hotels
based on the selected route with breakfast included. Basic travel insurance.
Arrival and departure transfers included.
Boat: On the Bosphorus, Lycian tombs and lake in Dalyan.
City tour in : Istanbul.
Evening Transfer: Taksim Square in Istanbul.
Experiences: Traditional tea in Safranbolu.
Ticket admission: Suleymaniye the Great Mosque in Istanbul, Topkapi palace, house of the
Virgin Mary, Basilica of St. John, Ruins of Ephesus, Roman theatre in Aspendos in Aspendo,
Tartan Evi in Karaman, Gumusler Monastery, Underground city of Kainakli, Goreme Valley,
Uchisar, Hacibecktas in Hacibektas, Gokgol Magarasi cave, Eydinpinar Waterfalls.
Ferry: Over the Marmara from Istanbul to Bandirma.
Funicular: Cableway Viewpoint of Pierre Loti in Istanbul.
6 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Kusadasi, Marmaris, Antalya, Nigde, Cappadocia,
Safranbolu.

DALYAN

Expected Hotels
See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the
website “My Trip”.

TURKEY EXPRESS

ANTALYA

TURKEY EXPRESS
GOKGOL CAVE
ISTANBUL

SAFRANBOLU

EREGLI
CATARATAS
EYDINPINAR

ANKARA

HACIBECKTAS
UCHISAR CASTLE

AVANOS
GÖREME
KAYMAKLI
GUMUSLER
NIGDE

ANTALYAASPENDOS
SIDE

KARAMAN

From

814$

8 Days I 7 Nights

ASPENDOS, ROMAN THEATRE

Areas: Marmara, Istanbul, Central Anatolia, Cappadocia, Southern
turkey, Mediterranean coast, Black Sea Coast.
Tour Type: Cultural, Nature, Historical, Adventure, Family Friendly,
Senior Friendly.
Day 01 . Antalya.-

Welcome to your Europamundo Trip Style!!!
The information about the meeting place and start time of your circuit can be found
on your voucher.

Day 02 . Antalya- Aspendos- Side- Karaman- Nigde.-

We leave Antalya for ASPENDOS, we visit the Roman theatre which many believe
to be the best preserved in the world. After this in SIDE we can admire the Greek
temple of Apollo by the sea. Time to stroll around the port and through its streets
full of life. Amidst impressive countryside we cross the Taurus Mountains, their
peaks of over 3,500 metres in height are snow- covered for a large part of the year.
A stop in KARAMAN where we visit TARTAN EVI, an ancient Ottoman mansion.
Continuation to the edge of the Cappadocia region, NIGDE. Dinner included.
Note: Sometimes the Tartan Evi may be closed, in which case the visit would be replaced by another to a mansion of similar characteristics in Cappadocia.
NIDGE

Day 03 . Nigde- Avanos- Cappadocia.-

A full day in the fantastic region of CAPPADOCIA, with its lunar landscapes, its churches
and troglodyte villages. We start by visiting GUMUSLER, an incredible seventh century
underground monastery with maybe the best Byzantine frescoes in Turkey (entrance included). In KAYMAKLI we will see the underground city that could house 30,000 people. We will visit the natural fortress of UCHISAR (entrance included). After lunch, we will
see the GOREME Valley with its open-air museum and its churches dug out of the rocks,
(entrance included) Hotel in AVANOS. Dinner included.

Day 04 . Cappadocia- Hacibecktas- Ankara- Safranbolu.-

We have a fantastic day in the heart of Anatolia. With the utmost respect to the pilgrims
(suitable clothes, silence recommended in the sanctuaries), we visit HACIBECKTAS (entrance included) the sanctuary guards the tomb of Hacibecktas, a Sufi mystic of the 13th
Century. After that, we continue to ANKARA, where we leave a free time to walk around
and have lunch in the thriving centre of the city. We continue towards the north of Turkey.
The landscapes become greener. SAFRANBOLU, arrival in this wonderful little city which
was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site. It was an important stopping point on the
caravan routes. In the courtyard of a magnificent old Caravanserail we will include a traditional Turkish tea. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 05 . Safranbolu- Gokgol Magarasi- Eregli- Eydinpinar- Istanbul.-

Today, the leg of our trip follows the Black Sea and its verdant landscapes. In GOKGOL
MAGARASI we provide entry tickets to this magnificent cave with its underground river
and its multiple colours. In EREGLI, next to the Black Sea, we set aside time to have lunch.
We also include a visit to its impressive Cehennemagzi Magarasi caves and tombs that
are overflowing with mythology. On our way back to Istanbul, we stop to relax at EYDINPINAR, with a walk between its green paths to the waterfalls! Arrival in ISTANBUL at the
end of the day.

Day 06 . Istanbul.-

A sightseeing tour of the city. On our tour, we will include a cable car ride up to the
Pierre Loti viewpoint and we will enter the Mosque of Suleyman the Magnificent (the
largest in Istanbul). We will see the walls, the Golden Horn, the fishing district, and we will
admire the exterior of Hagia Sophia. After the visit, we will offer tickets and a visit to the
Topkapi Palace (entrance included), which was the administrative centre of the Ottoman
Empire, with its magnificent courtyards and its pavilions.
At the end of the afternoon, we will provide a transfer to the Taksim neighbourhood, the
most commercialised and lively area of the city. There will be time to dine in one of its

UCHISAR CASTLE

many restaurants, and you can also take the old tram that crosses the area or go to see
the nearby Galata Tower.
Note: Services during your stay in Istanbul the order of the places visited may be modified.

Day 07 . Istanbul.-

Today we include a boat trip on the Bosphorus that will last about two hours. The Bosphorus is a strait that connects the Black Sea with the Sea of Marmara, which separates
Istanbul into two parts: the European part and the Asian one. We will enjoy seeing the
liveliness of the strait with its multitude of boats. We will pass under the two bridges
that unite Europe and Asia and we will admire the palaces of the sultans, the typical
wooden houses and the Ottoman villas. Free time.

Day 08 . Istanbul.-

After breakfast, at the indicated time, transfer and end of services. We hope you enjoyed your trip!.VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION: DURING THE MONTH OF
RAMADAN THE MAIN TOURIST ATTRACTIONS WILL REMAIN OPEN ALTHOUGH IT IS POSSIBLE TO HAVE CHANGES IN
OPENING AND CLOSING TIMES. DURING THE RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS (END OF
RAMADAN AND SACRIFICE)
THE BAZAARS AND SOME MONUMENTS WILL BE CLOSED.

TURKEY EXPRESS

TRIP
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7 PAX
1.180$
814$
1.180$
814$
1.180$
814$

6 PAX
1.247$
881$
1.247$
881$
1.247$
881$

5 PAX
1.340$
974$
1.340$
974$
1.340$
974$

TRIP
STYLES

4 PAX
1.474$
1.108$
1.474$
1.108$
1.474$
1.108$

Price Includes

Europamundo General Services: Tour by van driven by your guide. Selection of hotels
based on the selected route with breakfast included. Basic travel insurance.
Arrival and departure transfers included.
Boat: Tour of the Bosphorus in Istanbul.
City tour in : Istanbul.
Evening Transfer: Taksim Square in Istanbul.
Experiences: Traditional tea in Safranbolu.
Ticket admission: Roman theatre in Aspendos in Aspendo, Tartan Evi in Karaman,
Gumusler Monastery, Underground city of Kaymakli, Goreme Valley, Uchisar, Hacibecktas
in Hacibektas, Gokgol Magarasi cave, Aydinpinar Waterfalls, Suleymaniye the Great
Mosque in Istanbul, topkapi palace.
Funicular: Cableway Viewpoint of Pierre Loti in Istanbul.
4 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Antalya, Nigde, Cappadocia, Safranbolu.

GUMUSLER MONASTERY

Expected Hotels
See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the
website “My Trip”.

WONDERFUL TURKEY

IZMIR

WONDERFUL TURKEY
ISTANBUL

BURSA

AVANOS
IZMIR
EPHESUS
KUSADASI

GÖREME

UCHISAR CASTLE
EGRIDIR

VALLE IHLARA
KONYA

PAMUKKALE
ANTALYAASPENDOS
SIDE

KAYMAKLI
GUMUSLER
NIGDE

KARAMAN

From

1.024$

10 Days I 9 Nights

ANTALYA

Areas: Marmara, Istanbul, Central Anatolia, Cappadocia, Aegean
Coast, Southern turkey, Mediterranean coast, Black Sea Coast.
Tour Type: Cultural, Historical, Family Friendly, Senior Friendly,
Landscape.
Day 01 . Antalya.-

Welcome to your Europamundo Trip Style!!!
The information about the meeting place and start time of your circuit can be found
on your voucher.

Day 02 . Antalya- Aspendos- Side- Karaman- Nigde.-

We leave Antalya for ASPENDOS, we visit the Roman theatre which many believe
to be the best preserved in the world. After this in SIDE we can admire the Greek
temple of Apollo by the sea. Time to stroll around the port and through its streets
full of life. Amidst impressive countryside we cross the Taurus Mountains, their
peaks of over 3,500 metres in height are snow- covered for a large part of the year.
A stop in KARAMAN where we visit TARTAN EVI, an ancient Ottoman mansion.
Continuation to the edge of the Cappadocia region, NIGDE. Dinner included.
Note: Sometimes the Tartan Evi may be closed, in which case the visit would be replaced by another to a mansion of similar characteristics in Cappadocia.
ASPENDOS

Day 03 . Nigde- Avanos- Cappadocia.-

A full day in the fantastic region of CAPPADOCIA, with its lunar landscapes, its churches
and troglodyte villages. We start by visiting GUMUSLER, an incredible seventh century
underground monastery with maybe the best Byzantine frescoes in Turkey. In KAYMAKLI
we will see the underground city that could house 30,000 people (entrance included).
We will visit the natural fortress of UCHISAR (entrance included). After lunch, we will see
the GOREME Valley with its open-air museum and its churches dug out of the rocks, (entrance included) Hotel in AVANOS. Dinner included.

Day 04 . Cappadocia- Ihlara- Konya.-

At the far end of Cappadocia, we will visit the IHLARA Valley; known for the freshness of
its waters, its churches and villages excavated in the rock. Then we continue our route,
with a stop in an old CARAVANSERAI from the 13th Century before arriving in KONYA
where we visit the Mausoleum of Mevlana, here we will learn about the sect of the Dervishes (entrance included). Dinner included. At night, we suggest that you attend the
dance performance of the whirling dervishes in the cultural centre.

Day 05 . Konya- Egridir-Pamukkale.-

We take a scenic road between the lakes, and get to know EGRIDIR, a beautiful town next
to a large lake, with its walls and mosques. There’s time to have lunch. We then continue to
PAMUKKALE - Hierapolis, whose calcareous waters have created the Cotton Castle
(entrance included). Dinner included.

Day 06 . Pamukkale- Ephesus- Kusadasi.-

We leave for EPHESUS, the best-preserved ancient city of Asia Minor; 2000 years ago, it
had a quarter of a million inhabitants. We see the house of the Virgin Mary, the Basilica
of Saint John and the impressive ruins of Ephesus (entrance included). We then go on
to KUSADASI, a popular coastal town with a lot of atmosphere, commercial life and a
small castle. Dinner included.

Day 07 . Kusadasi- Izmir- Bursa- Istanbul.-

We leave for the city with the fourth largest population in Turkey: IZMIR. We see the
church of Saint Polycarp, the oldest in the city, which reminds us of the importance of this
area in early Christianity (entrance included). We then return to inland Turkey. Stop en
route for lunch before reaching BURSA, whose historic centre has been declared UNESCO World Heritage, with its traditional commercial districts, mosques, religious schools,
public baths … The green mosque stands out. Arrival in ISTANBUL at the end of the day.

BURSA

Day 08 . Istanbul.-

A sightseeing tour of the city. On our tour, we will include a cable car ride up to the
Pierre Loti viewpoint and we will enter the Mosque of Suleyman the Magnificent (the
largest in Istanbul). We will see the walls, the Golden Horn, the fishing district, and we
will admire the exterior of Hagia Sophia. After the visit, we will offer tickets and a visit to
the Topkapi Palace (entrance included), which was the administrative centre of the
Ottoman Empire, with its magnificent courtyards and its pavilions.
At the end of the afternoon, we will provide a transfer to the Taksim neighbourhood,
the most commercialised and lively area of the city. There will be time to dine in one of
its many restaurants, and you can also take the old tram that crosses the area or go to
see the nearby Galata Tower.
Note: Services during your stay in Istanbul the order of the places visited may be modified.
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7 PAX
1.451$
1.024$
1.451$
1.024$
1.451$
1.024$

6 PAX
1.526$
1.099$
1.526$
1.099$
1.526$
1.099$

5 PAX
1.635$
1.208$
1.635$
1.208$
1.635$
1.208$
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STYLES

4 PAX
1.795$
1.368$
1.795$
1.368$
1.795$
1.368$

GOREME VALLEY

Day 09 . Istanbul.-

Today we include a boat trip on the Bosphorus that will last about two hours. The Bosphorus is a strait that connects the Black Sea with the Sea of Marmara, which separates
Istanbul into two parts: the European part and the Asian one. We will enjoy seeing the
liveliness of the strait with its multitude of boats. We will pass under the two bridges that
unite Europe and Asia and we will admire the palaces of the sultans, the typical wooden
houses and the Ottoman villas. Free time.

Day 10 . Istanbul.-

After breakfast, at the indicated time, transfer and end of services. We hope you enjoyed
your trip!.VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION: DURING THE MONTH OF RAMADAN
THE MAIN TOURIST ATTRACTIONS WILL REMAIN OPEN ALTHOUGH IT IS POSSIBLE TO HAVE CHANGES IN
OPENING AND CLOSING TIMES. DURING THE RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS (END OF
RAMADAN AND SACRIFICE)
THE BAZAARS AND SOME MONUMENTS WILL BE CLOSED.

Price Includes
Europamundo General Services: Tour by van driven by your guide. Selection of hotels
based on the selected route with breakfast included. Basic travel insurance.
Arrival and departure transfers included.
Boat: on the Bosphorus in Istanbul.
City tour in : Istanbul.
Evening Transfer: Taksim Square in Istanbul.
Ticket admission: Tartan Evi in Karaman, Gumusler Monastery, Underground city of
Kaimacli, Goreme Valley, Uchisar, Mevlana Mausoleum in Konya, Hierapolis in Pamukkale,
house of the Virgin Mary, Basilica of St. John, Ruins of Ephesus, church of Saint Polycarp,
Suleymaniye the Great Mosque in Istanbul.
Funicular: Cableway Viewpoint of Pierre Loti in Istanbul.
6 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Antalya, Nigde, Cappadocia, Konya, Pamukkale, Kusadasi.

Expected Hotels
See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the
website “My Trip”.

ROMANTIC TURKEY

KUSADASI

ROMANTIC TURKEY
ISTANBUL
BURSA

ANKARA
AVANOS
UCHISAR CASTLE

IZMIR
EPHESUS
KUSADASI

EGRIDIR
PAMUKKALE

PASABAG
GÖREME
KAYMAKLI

VALLE IHLARA
KONYA

From

971$

10 Days I 9 Nights

ISTANBUL, GRAND BAZAAR

Areas: Marmara, Istanbul, Central Anatolia, Cappadocia, Aegean Co
ast
Tour Type: Cultural, Archaeological, Nature, Family / with children,
Recommended Third age, Landscape
Day 01 . Istanbul.-

Welcome to Turkey! Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel and accommodation.

Day 02 . Istanbul.-

A sightseeing tour of the city. On our tour, we will include a cable car ride up to
the Pierre Loti viewpoint and we will enter the Mosque of Suleyman the Magnificent (the largest in Istanbul). We will see the walls, the Golden Horn, the fishing
district, and we will admire the exterior of Hagia Sophia. After the visit, we will offer
tickets and a visit to the Topkapi Palace (entrance included), which was the administrative centre of the Ottoman Empire, with its magnificent courtyards and its pavilions.

ISTANBUL, HAGIA SOPHIA

At the end of the afternoon, we will provide a transfer to the Taksim neighbourhood, the most commercialised and lively area of the city. There will be time to dine
in one of its many restaurants, and you can also take the old tram that crosses the
area or go to see the nearby Galata Tower.
Note: Services during your stay in Istanbul the order of the places visited may be
modified.

Day 03 . Istanbul.-

Today we include a boat trip on the Bosphorus that will last about two hours. The Bosphorus is a strait that connects the Black Sea with the Sea of Marmara, which separates
Istanbul into two parts: the European part and the Asian one. We will enjoy seeing the
liveliness of the strait with its multitude of boats. We will pass under the two bridges that
unite Europe and Asia and we will admire the palaces of the sultans, the typical wooden
houses and the Ottoman villas. Free time.

Day 04 . Istanbul- Ankara- Cappadocia.-

Today we travel by train: from the station in the Asia district, we take the most modern
and the fastest train in Turkey, a pleasant 4-hour trip through the Anatolian landscapes,
perhaps having a coffee in the train café.
Arrival in ANKARA. After a time to have lunch in the area of the station, travelling by van,
we will take you to discover the Mausoleum of Ataturk.
After that, we will continue en route to Cappadocia. We will pass through the SALT LAKE,
with its incredible landscapes. Arrival in AVANOS (CAPPADOCIA), dinner included.

ANKARA

Day 05 . Cappadocia.-

Full day in the fantastic region of CAPPADOCIA, with its lunar landscapes, its churches
and troglodyte villages. We will discover the GOREME Valley with its open-air museum
and its churches carved into the rocks, entry tickets included. We will visit UCHISAR, a
natural fortress (entrance included). In KAYMAKLI we will visit the underground city that
could house 30,000 people (entrance included). Returning to Avanos we stop at PASABAG, the valley of the fairies, we will walk in this spectacular natural area. Free time and
dinner included.

Day 06 . Cappadocia- Ihlara- Konya.-

At the far end of Cappadocia, we will visit the IHLARA Valley; known for the freshness of
its waters, its churches and villages excavated in the rock. Then we continue our route,
with a stop in an old CARAVANSERAI from the 13th Century before arriving in KONYA
where we visit the Mausoleum of Mevlana, here we will learn about the sect of the Dervishes (entrance included). Dinner included. At night, we suggest that you attend the
dance performance of the whirling dervishes in the cultural centre.

EPHESUS

ROMANTIC TURKEY

Day 07 . Konya- Egridir-Pamukkale.-

We take a scenic road between the lakes, and get to know EGRIDIR, a beautiful town next
to a large lake, with its walls and mosques. There’s time to have lunch. We then continue to
PAMUKKALE - Hierapolis, whose calcareous waters have created the Cotton Castle
(entrance included). Dinner included.

Day 08 . Pamukkale- Ephesus- Kusadasi.-

We leave for EPHESUS, the best-preserved ancient city of Asia Minor; 2000 years ago, it
had a quarter of a million inhabitants. We see the house of the Virgin Mary, the Basilica
of Saint John and the impressive ruins of Ephesus (entrance included). We then go on
to KUSADASI, a popular coastal town with a lot of atmosphere, commercial life and a
small castle. Dinner included.
BURSA.

UCHISAR CASTLE.

Day 09 . Kusadasi- Izmir- Bursa- Istanbul.-

We leave for the city with the fourth largest population in Turkey: IZMIR. We see the
church of Saint Polycarp, the oldest in the city, which reminds us of the importance of this
area in early Christianity (entrance included). We then return to inland Turkey. Stop en
route for lunch before reaching BURSA, whose historic centre has been declared UNESCO World Heritage, with its traditional commercial districts, mosques, religious schools,
public baths … The green mosque stands out. Arrival in ISTANBUL at the end of the day.

Day 10 . Istanbul.-

After breakfast, at the indicated time, transfer and end of services. We hope you enjoyed
your trip!.VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION: DURING THE MONTH OF RAMADAN
THE MAIN TOURIST ATTRACTIONS WILL REMAIN OPEN ALTHOUGH IT IS POSSIBLE TO HAVE CHANGES IN
OPENING AND CLOSING TIMES. DURING THE RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS (END OF
RAMADAN AND SACRIFICE)
THE BAZAARS AND SOME MONUMENTS WILL BE CLOSED.
PAMUKKALE

BRIDGE OVER THE BOSPHORUS

TRIP
STYLES

ROMANTIC TURKEY
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7 PAX
1.447$
978$
1.447$
978$
1.440$
971$

6 PAX
1.563$
1.094$
1.563$
1.094$
1.556$
1.087$

5 PAX
1.648$
1.180$
1.648$
1.180$
1.641$
1.172$

TRIP
STYLES

4 PAX
1.721$
1.253$
1.721$
1.253$
1.714$
1.246$

Price Includes
Europamundo General Services: Tour by van driven by your guide. Selection of hotels based
on the selected route with breakfast included. Basic travel insurance.
Arrival and departure transfers included.
Boat: Tour of the Bosphorus in Istanbul.
City tour in : Istanbul.
Evening Transfer: Taksim Square in Istanbul.
Ticket admission: Suleymaniye the Great Mosque in Istanbul, Topkapi palace, Mausoleum of
Ataturk in Ankara, Goreme Valley, Uchisar, Underground city of Kaymakli, Mevlana Mausoleum
in Konya, Hierapolis in Pamukkale, house of the Virgin Mary, Basilica of St. John, Ruins of Ephesus, Church of Saint Polycarp in Izmir.
Funicular: Cableway Viewpoint of Pierre Loti in Istanbul.
High Speed Train: Istanbul - Ankara.
5 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Cappadocia, Cappadocia, Konya, Pamukkale, Kusadasi.

Expected Hotels
TURKISH TEA

See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the
website “My Trip”.

